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while running down a back road at top
speed; or when Jack and his friends
stand on homemade stilts that symbolize their dim awareness of humanity’s
special place in the world; or when Jack
steals a piece of lingerie from a neighboring home, then feels overcome by a
mysterious mixture of fear and desire.
The screenplay is less important here
than the breathless cinematography and
razor-sharp editing, which blend fleeting and ephemeral aspects of childhood
with the timeless and enduring undertones of day-to-day existence. The film is
equally authentic in its depiction of the
lower-middle-class suburb where Jack’s
family lives, portraying the environment
not as shabby or run-down but as average
and ordinary, which is surely how it’s seen
by the people who live there.
Although the fragmented structure and breathless visual pace of the
family scenes have puzzled some moviegoers, they fall into elegant patterns once
you accept Malick’s approach, which is
poetic and allusive rather than linear
and commonsensical. The sequences
surrounding the story are another matter, and as brilliant as I find The Tree of
Life as a whole, I don’t think Malick got
the cosmic episodes quite under control
during his three long years of editing the
film. The problem lies not in their sensory
impact, which approaches sublimity at
times, but in the way they’re stitched
together. Malick evokes the creation of
the world (or maybe it’s the universe) via
cataclysmic collisions between bits of
space-borne rock and strands of nucleic
acid, attended by planetary alignments
that recall Stanley Kubrick’s masterpiece
2001: A Space Odyssey (1968). Then he
leaps to the age of dinosaurs (created
with computers, a technique Malick normally avoids) and leaps again to the age
of humans, omitting eons of evolution
along the way. These quantum jumps
are elliptical in the extreme, but we get
the general idea—the immense and the
infinitesimal have equal value in God’s
omniscient mind—and Malick’s combinations of luminous imagery and soulstirring music pack a majestic wallop
at even the most mystifying moments.
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I only wish they added up to a coherent
creation myth rather than a disjunctive
series of cinematic feats.
The film’s religious visions are more
perplexing. The Tree of Life opens with a
quotation from the Book of Job, where
God asks: “Where were you when I laid
the foundations of the earth … when the
morning stars sang together?” In addition to its resonance in Job’s story, the
word picture of harmoniously singing
stars connects powerfully and movingly
with the concept of “shining” that Malick
adopted years ago from the writing of
Martin Heidegger, whose philosophy he
taught and translated as a young scholar
in the 1960s. Heidegger’s influence is
especially strong in Malick’s earlier film
The Thin Red Line, where a character
says in voiceover, “Darkness and light,
strife and love, are they the workings
of one mind? The features of the same
face? Oh, my soul … look out through
my eyes. Look at the things you made, all
things shining.” The lesson Jack finally
learns in The Tree of Life is that all things
are indeed shining—with God-given
grace and glory—even when human
experience seems to be at its most
dismal, dark, and distressing.
This gives the film an inspiring
message, and Malick underscores it
by imagining the characters in heaven
at the end, all alive and loving one
another in God’s eternal kingdom. The
odd thing is that Malick depicts this via
old-fashioned clichés—glowing skies,
rippling water, blissful faces, hugs and
embraces everywhere you look—that
may be meant as a ringing affirmation
of religious tradition but comes off as
more hackneyed and naive than many
spiritual progressives, much less the
secular humanists among us, will feel
comfortable with. This problem is
exacerbated by Malick’s tepid depiction
of suffering; in a film that evokes the
tribulations of Job, it’s strange to find
characters who hardly seem to age, who
give birth without exertion or pain, and
who die sudden deaths with no dread or
agony involved. This makes for soothing
cinema, but as theology it’s facile and
simplistic.
www.tikkun.org

These reservations notwithstanding, I want to say again that The Tree of
Life is a brilliant achievement in almost
all respects, bringing the eternal and
the everyday, the macrocosmic and the
microscopic, and the physical and the
metaphysical into graceful convergences
that are awesome to behold. Malick has
shown great courage, moreover, in organizing such a vast and personal film
around theological ideas at a time when
Hollywood’s idea of religious cinema is
limited to propaganda screeds like The
Passion of the Christ (2004) and superstitious fantasies like The Da Vinci Code
(2006). He is the one true visionary in
American feature films today, and his
breathtaking new movie makes up for
its theological deficiencies with towering waves of ingenuity, originality, and
cinematic splendor. n
David Sterritt, film critic for Tikkun, has
written about Terrence Malick in Film Quarterly, Cineaste, Undercurrent, and elsewhere,
and wrote the booklet essay for The Criterion
Collection’s release of The Thin Red Line.
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The Work of Healing
BEAUTIFUL UNBROKEN: ONE NURSE’S LIFE
by Mary Jane Nealon
Graywolf, 2011
Review by Kathryn Rhett

E

udora Welty wrote: “The
events in our lives happen in a sequence in time,
but in their significance to
ourselves they find their
own order, a timetable not
necessarily—perhaps not
possibly—chronological. The time as we
know it subjectively is often the chronology that stories and novels follow: it
is the continuous thread of revelation.”
Mary Jane Nealon’s gorgeous memoir works along that revelatory thread,
examining the physical and metaphysical life of a person who became both a
nurse and a writer.
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“As far back as I can remember,”
Nealon begins, “I wanted to be a nurse or a
saint. I wanted to be heroic.” The fact that
nurses and saints were her two models
for heroism bespeaks her upbringing in
a modest Catholic household in Jersey
City, as well as her youthful hagiographic
reading about Kateri Tekakwitha (an
Indian healer), Clara Barton (founder
of the American Red Cross), and Molly
Pitcher (comforter of Revolutionary
War soldiers). Nealon, a middle child
born to a policeman and a homemaker,
dreamed of college but acceded to a
less expensive education at the nursing
school four blocks from home. The loss
of her younger brother to cancer made
her a fellow sufferer as well as a healer:
The year after my brother died I
tried to stay in the sphere of the
living, but at the cancer hospital,
young boys kept lining up in the
hall. And I was so good with them.
I could help them talk about their
fears and I was such a comfort to the
mothers, and even when I watched
the fathers go back down the hall to
the bar or their office I understood
and made a bubble of understanding and forgiveness around my host
families of death. Outside the hospital I dove into extravagance. I took
poetry workshops at the Ninetysecond Street Y, where I met strong
women in their thirties and a handsome man I slept with and a tall
black dancer who would become
my first gay friend. I took private
Latin disco lessons and wore wild
floral dresses, and went dancing at
Cachaça, a Brazilian club, and met
men from the Brazilian bank. When
I wasn’t at the bedside of a dying
boy I was exploding barefoot in the
samba club with gray velvet couches.
I called my parents once a week, on
Sundays, and made excuses for staying in the city. One night the man
from my poetry class called me in
the middle of the night to talk about
feeding me asparagus and making
love in a Pakistani wedding tent.
Language was a cave I was dancing
fa l l 2 0 1 1

into, a small light and arch of happiness. The boys who were dying hung
all around me like bats.
Nealon brings a passionate poetic
sensibility to her story of loss and becoming. Her startling metaphors bring
light, insight, and transcendence to a
narrative grounded in the gritty real.
Never sanctimonious, the memoir
is rich with humor and earthbound
experience. A traveling nurse for a time,
who took temporary assignments in
Hawaii, New Mexico, and Savannah,
Nealon remarks: “There were always
men who wanted to date the traveling
nurses. Formula for love: be leaving
town in three months.” A coming-ofage memoir, too, the narrative thrums
with youthful restlessness and the joy
of discovery. The body is present for
this narrator in every way; the memoir
includes and embraces all of the messy
and sacred physicality of being human.
Each part of the book’s triptych
structure illuminates the others. The
memoir begins in one particular family’s
house and neighborhood and then
widens as it goes, the narrator becoming
a seeker in the world. “Everyone’s
clotheslines criss-crossed,” Nealon
writes in the first part. “Mr. Cleary’s roses
were big white and yellow bombs on the
fence.” Her brother Johnny became ill as
a teenager, and, as with so many family
tragedies, the misfortune was attended
by guilt: Johnny hid his early symptoms
and no one noticed. During what would
be his last months, Nealon left home for
Virginia to begin her life as a nurse. (By
contrast, her father took early retirement
from police work, her mother cried every
morning, and her sister stuck around
to help.) Nealon’s guilt over leaving
affected her profoundly, growing rather
than lessening with time, propelling her
a continent away from her family.
The middle of the book traces
Nealon’s attempted escape from grief
into faraway nursing jobs, sensory pleasure and oblivion, and poetry. As an
insider’s guide to the life of a nurse, the
memoir brings the reader along with
Nealon as she learns that “many times

there was nothing to say, that sometimes just not turning away from people
was the best way to care for them.” Her
riveting stories of patients’ illnesses and
injuries give the memoir an atmosphere
of frailty in which carpe diem would be
the only logical attitude. The nursing
stories also act as testimony, honoring
the suffering of patients and recording
that someone saw, noticed, and admired
them. “I loved the gift of being with
someone as she transcended suffering,”
Nealon writes. “Of helping her in small
ways: turning her in the bed, or placing a
blanket over her legs.” After death, after
“the release of the person’s hold on the
body,” she writes, “The room to me then
is as blessed as any church.”
In its third part, the memoir undergoes a beautiful transformation, from
one kind of story about a lost boy to
another kind of story about lost boys.
Unlike many memoirs whose beginnings and middles are stronger than
their ends, Beautiful Unbroken grows
progressively richer and more profound
as Nealon recounts her work in the early
years of the AIDS crisis. The scale and
context of loss grow, and Nealon brings
us the story of men who were dying of a
mystifying disease without a cure. The
memoir made me remember those years
when AIDS was a definite and often
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rapid death sentence, and I thought
of the “last suppers” I attended in San
Francisco for men who were sharing
their last meal out with friends before
succumbing to home or hospice. Nursing
has changed along with medicine in the
centuries since Molly Pitcher mopped
soldiers’ brows, but in this particular
circumstance, Nealon’s most important
gift was her intuitive, empathetic touch.
The heroic nurses she had admired as
a child were ultimately the perfect role
models, people who expressed compassion rather than fear when faced with
suffering.
What matters in this memoir, what
is urgent and fierce, is the intense examination of how one grieves and changes.
The memoir is a record of the world
working a change in Nealon and forming her into who she would become.
Patients teach her the importance of
family. Artists teach her how to become
obsessed with a subject and how to start
over when something fails.
It’s an ennobling portrait of a
nurse. And I say that from the perspective of someone inculcated with
the socioeconomically snobbish view
that doctor, not nurse, would be the
profession to aim for. Or maybe I say
that from the gender-biased view that
as a woman coming of age in the 1970s,
one aimed for doctor over nurse, the
apparent equivalent to boss instead of
secretary, lawyer instead of paralegal.
But this memoir casts nurses as the
people closest to those they care for,
who not only give relief and dignity to
patients, but learn from patients and
are privileged to share an intimate connection with them. Describing the day
she met a young man dying of AIDS,
Nealon writes, “So I sat in the rocker,
and I instinctively took his hand, and in
the way it always is with the dying, he expressed no hesitation or shyness and he
gave his own hand over to me.”
While the memoir is a confession
and expression of repentance, it is also a
quest for a new religion after the one she
was raised with, Catholicism, failed her.
The new religion is alleviating suffering
in her role as a nurse, especially the
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very human part of nursing that is
one person’s relationship to another.
Poetry also becomes the new religion;
language acts as solace for both narrator
and reader, leavening through illumination. “I lived in medicine and poetry,
and they were not enemies at all,”
Nealon writes. “They celebrated the
synchronicity of discovery and hope,
of desire and knowledge. I knew there
were people all over the world who lived
without poetry, but I didn’t know how.”
From a graceful riff on the month
of September (“Month of apples and
hurricanes”) to surprising knowledge
(in a dying person, “It is the hands and
feet and eyes that go last”), the memoir
gives readers much to savor and
contemplate. Beautiful Unbroken is
compelling, inventive, and whole, its
language and connections resonating
long after the book is done. n

Kathryn Rhett is the author of the memoir
Near Breathing and editor of Survival Stories:
Memoirs of Crisis. She teaches writing at
Gettysburg College and in an MFA program
at Queens University of Charlotte. Her work
is forthcoming in Harvard Review.
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Oxford University Press, 2011
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obert Eisen is a professor
of religion and Judaic studies at George Washington
University. His book seems
to promise a full scholarly
account of Jewish thought
on peace and violence, from
ancient Torah to contemporary Israel.
The book is written as a series of
dialogues between two voices: one that

believes Judaism accepts and affirms
the use of violence, and one that believes
Judaism much more strongly seeks and
urges peace. Each section of the book—
which is chronologically arranged—
presents the arguments for one voice
and then the other. To assure the reader
that for most of the book he is not taking
sides between these voices, Eisen begins
the biblical section with the voice that
promotes violence; the rabbinic section
with the voice that promotes peace; and
so on, back and forth, for the rest of the
book. (The remaining sections are on
medieval Jewish philosophy, Kabbalah,
and modern Zionism.)
This pattern is useful but could be
a lot more useful, were it not for two
baffling failings in this review of the
multimillennial literature.
The first is that nowhere in the
book’s fifty pages on the Bible is there
any reference to the midwives Shifra and
Puah, who use nonviolent civil disobedience to resist Pharaoh’s command to
kill Israelite boy babies; or to the refusal
of King Saul’s own bodyguards to obey
his order to kill the priests of Nov for
sheltering David and his guerrilla band
when they were fleeing Saul’s army;
or to Daniel’s nonviolent resistance to
Nebuchadnezzar; or to the passage in
Deuteronomy that forbids an Israelite
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